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An algorithm for computing the automorphism group of a Hadamard matrix 
is described. It is shown how the algorithm may be modified to determine if two 
Hadamard matrices are equivalent. 
A Hadamard matrix of dimension n is an n x n matrix H of - l’s and l’s 
such that HHT = n1. The dimension n must be 1, 2, or a multiple of 4. 
Hadamard matrices of dimension n are known to exist for many, but not all, 
values of n which are multiples of 4 (see Ref. [I]). Two Hadamard matrices HI 
and Hz of the same dimension are equivalent if He may be obtained from HI 
by a signed permutation of the rows and columns (precise definitions in 
Section 2); the signed permutation of rows and columns is called an iso- 
morphism from HI to Hz or, when H, = HI, an automorphism of HI. 
Under composition, the automorphisms of HI form a group called the 
automorphism group. This group provides a measure of the symmetry of HI ; 
for example, if it is transitive on rows, any row of HI is “equivalent” to any 
other row. 
This article describes an algorithm for computing the automorphism group 
of a Hadamard matrix. It also shows how the algorithm may be modified to 
determine if two Hadamard matrices are equivalent. The algorithm has been 
programmed (in Fortran) and run on a computer. It has proved quite 
efficient for matrices of moderate dimension (up to 50); probably it can be 
applied, under appropriate conditions, to matrices of dimension as high as 
100. The algorithm yields 
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(a) the order of the automorphism group, 
(b) the orbits of the automorphism group on the rows and columns of 
the matrix, and 
Cc) a “canonical” set of signed permutations which generate the 
automorphism group; modulo sign changes, these permutations form a 
strong generating set (relative to a suitable base) for the automorphism group 
acting as a permutation group on the set of rows and columns. 
The concepts of base and strong generating set were developed by Sims 
to facilitate computation in large permutation groups. They are discussed 
briefly in Section 4; more details may be found in Refs. [3,4]. 
This article is intended to be fairly self-contained; however, a familiarity 
with backtrack search techniques would be helpful in understanding the 
algorithm. Backtrack methods in general are discussed in Ref. [2]. 
1. ORDINARY AND SIGNED PERMUTATIONS 
This section describes the notation to be used for ordinary (unsigned) and 
signed permutations. 
The symmetric group on a finite set JJ will be denoted by S(Q). Permutations 
will act on the right; thus (&1)~2 = b (TITa). If G is a subgroup of S(D) and 
lb, , b, >..., bk} C 52, then G 61hZ...bk will denote the stabilizer in G of bl , 
b 2 ,..., b, . The orbit of b under G will be written as bC. The identity permu- 
tation will be denoted by L. A subgroup G of S(L?) is semiregular on JJ if 
Gb = (L\ for every b E a; in this case, 1 G / divides / Q 1. 
Assuming that the set Sz does not itself have a unary operation minus, 
let *JJ denote the set of symbols {Sb 1 6 = &I, b E Sz}. Elements of H2 
may be multiplied on the left by - 1 or 1 in the natural way: S1(S,b) = (S,S,)b. 
We will write b for (+ I)b and -b for (- I)b. A signed permutation u on J2 
is a mapping from Sz into &L? such that b10 # &bzu whenever b, # b, . 
Such a map u can be written uniquely as a product PT with T E S(Q) and 
p(b) = +-I for all b E 9. Composition of signed permutations is defined by 
0~0~ = (~1~1)(~272) = PT, where T = TOTS and p(b) = PI(b) pZ(bTl). The 
inverse of pT is pT-l, where p(b) = ,@-‘). Under composition, the signed 
permutations on L? form a group denoted here by z(Q). This group is a 
semidirect product of an elementary Abelian group &,(Q) = (,u~ 1 T = L} 
of order 2’“i with a group S = {pT 1 p(b) = 1 for all b} isomorphic to S(Q). 
The center Z(J?) of z(Q) is (&L}, where bbL = -b for all b. The map pT + T 
is a homomorphism from z((52) onto S(G) with kernel &,(Q). The image of 
a subset Q (or element 4) of z(52) under this map will be written a (or 4). 
Note that @ = 7. 
For a fixed positive integer n, let fi;2, be the set of symbols {RI, R2,..., Rn) 
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and 52, the set of symbols (Cl, C2,..., Cn>. Let Sr,, = QR u Q, . We will 
think of Ri and Cj as representing the ith row and jth column of an n x n 
matrix, respectively. Let z(QRc) denote the subgroup of zl(ln,,) mapping QR 
onto fiB and 1;2, onto Q,. If u E f(QRc), then (sR and uc will denote the 
restrictions of u to OR and 9, , respectively, and 6:n and 6’c will be the 
elements of z(QRC) defined by GR /RR = uR , 6.R ISac = 1, 6, /RR = l, 
Gc IRC = UC. Note u = ijR6.C = I?@~. 
Now &&?& operates on the Set of n x n (- 1, I)-matrices as follows: 
Tf H = (/z& u = ~7, Ri’-’ = Ri’, and Cjr-’ = Cj”, then Ho = (ai&, where 
aij = p(Ri’) p(Cj”) hiri- . Thus, if Ri” = SRI, &row i) of H becomes (row I) 
of HO, and likewise for columns. Note that (Hcl)uz = IPl”~) and H” = 
(H”~)“c = (HdC)“R (i.e., row and column permutations commute). 
Finally, we note that Z(&) is isomorphic to the group of n-dimensional 
(-I, I)-monomial matrices. Given u E Z(Qc), let AC(u) = (aii), aij = p(Ci) 
if Cr? = Cj and aij = 0 otherwise. Then 4’c(u,u,) = ~&‘c(uJ A,-(u&, and 
the map u --f AC(u) provides the isomorphism. Similarly, given u E z(QR), 
let AR(u) = (&), dii = p(Rj) if Rj’ = Ri and d,, = 0 otherwise. In this 
case, J~Z!~(U~UJ = dR(uS) dR(ul) and the map u + AR(u))’ provides an 
isomorphism from z(QR) onto the group of n-dimensional (- 1, I)-monomial 
matrices. Note that H3~ = .AYR(uR)H and He= = HA%‘~(u,-). 
2. AUTOMORPHISMS AND ISOMORPHISMS OF HADAMARD MATRICES 
An automorphism of an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix H is a signed 
permutation u in z(SZRC) such that H” = H. Under composition, the 
automorphisms of H form a subgroup of z(QRc) called the automorphism 
group of H and written here as AUT(H). Alternatively, the automorphism 
group may be defined to be the set of pairs (P, Q) of (- 1, I)-monomial 
matrices such that PHQ = H, composition being defined by (P, Q)(P’, Q’) = 
(P’P, QQ’). This definition yields an isomorphic group, the isomorphism 
being given by u -+ (JIR(uR), J?~(u,-)). The notation of signed permutations 
will be used here as we shall be interested in the permutation group properties 
of automorphisms. 
Two n-dimensional Hadamard matrices Hand H’ are equivalent if H” = H’ 
for some u E z(QRC). Since Ho1 = Ho2 if and only if u1 and uz are in the same 
right coset of AUT(H) in z(QRC), the number of Hadamard matrices 
equivalent to His 22”(n!)2// AUT(H)I. 
An automorphism IJ of H is determined uniquely by either of (TR or gc . 
This is an immediate consequence of the equation difR(~R) HJ%‘~(uJ = H. 
Let AUTR(H) = {uR / u E AUT(H)) C Z(J?R) and AUT&H) = {UC 1 u E 
AUT(H)) C C(f&). These groups will be called the row and column auto- 
morphism groups of H, respectively. As abstract groups AUTR(H) and 
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AUT,(H) are both isomorphic to AUT(H) (the maps u - (TR and u - uc are 
isomorphisms); however, they may act very differently as permutation 
groups; for example, AUT,(H) may be transitive on !& while AUTR(H) 
is intransitive on 9, . 
Let R,(H) = {u E AUT(H) 1 OR E &(~R)) and let CO(H) = {U E AUT(H) 1 
uc E &,(J2~)}. Then R,(H) and C,,(H) are normal elementary Abelian 2- 
subgroups of AUT(H) containing Z(H) = {&L}. In matrix notation, R,(H) 
corresponds to pairs (P, Q) with P diagonal and C,-,(H) to pairs (P, Q) with 
Q diagonal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix. 
(a) If u E R,,(H) and CjO = Cj for some j, then u = L. 
(b) R,(H) n Co(H) = Z(H). 
(c) AUT(H) cv AUT(H)/Z(H). 
(d) R,(H) N R,(H)/Z(H) restricted to 52, is semiregular; hence j R,(H)/ 
is a power of 2 dividing 2n. 
Proof. If the hypotheses of (a) hold and u = ~7, then Ri’ = Ri for all i, 
p(Cj) = 1, and Cj7 = Cj. For i = l,..., n, the i, jth entries of H and Ha are 
hij and p(W) hij ; equating these gives &Ri) = 1 for all i. Hence uR = L, 
and part (a) holds. 
If u E R,,(H) n C,(H), either Cl” = Cl or Cl-” = Cl. Thus, by (a), either 
u = L or u = -1, and part (b) holds. Part (c) follows from (b) since the 
kernel in AUT(H) of the map u --f 6 is b(H) n C,(H). Part (d) is an 
immediate consequence of (a). 
3. STRUCTURES INVARIANT UNDER AUTOMORPHISMS AND I~~MORPHISMS 
An automorphism u of an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix His determined 
uniquely by uR in z(&)R); however, as I c(QR)l = 2”n! , it is not feasible, 
at least when n > 8, to examine each element of z@,) in searching for 
automorphisms of H. Given relatively small subsets B = (Ri, , Ri, ,..., Rir} 
of GR, we need criteria for showing that some maps from B into &fin, 
cannot be extended to automorphisms or, alternatively, that certain maps 
from B into 52, cannot be extended to permutations T in &!?(Q,,) such that ~7 
is an automorphism for some CL. 
If only rows il , iz ,..., ik and their images under the map are examined, 
the smallest value of k for which maps may be eliminated is 4. This follows 
from the fact that any three rows may be transformed to any other three 
rows by a signed permutation of rows and columns; in fact, both sets of 
three rows may be transformed to 
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We will see that any four rows may be transformed to the form Ml below for 
one value of I, and-only one, with-n/8 < I < n/4. 
1 ... 1 1 . ..I l...ll...l ]...ll...l 
- - . . . - 
: 1:: ; ; 1:: f ! ‘1’ ! ! ... l ; 1:: 1 1 . . . . . _ . . . 1 
1 . ..I _..._ I...1 -..._ I...1 _..._ 
1 -- 12 
II I z-1 I i-1 1 
1 . . . 1 1 . . . 1 
_ . . . _ _ . . . _ 
_ . . . _ _ . . . _ 
1 . . . 1 _ . . . _ 
I $-I 
Orthogonality among any four rows of H implies that, for some q with 
0 < q < n/4, the 4 x n submatrix formed by these rows has q columns of 
each of the four forms 
and n/4 - q columns of each of the four forms 
This integer q is invariant under signed permutation of columns and ordinary 
permutation of rows; negating a single row changes q to n/4 - q. Thus four 
rows may be transformed to A4t if and only if I = q or n/4 - q (M, may be 
transformed to MnirPe by negating the last row and permuting the columns); 
it follows that four rows may be transformed to M2 for a unique 1 with n/8 < 
I < n/4. 
DEFINITION. If H is an n-dimensional Hadmaard matrix and if u, v, w, and 
x are distinct elements of (l,..., n>, then CD&&, Rv, Rw, Rx) = j{j 1 huj = 
/I,$ = h,j = II,}\. 
Thus @gives the integer q associated with rows u, v, w, and x. The argument 
of the last paragraph shows: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf CT = ~7 E AUT(ZZ), then QH(RuT, Rv, Rw, RxT) =I 
@*(Ru, Rv, Rw, Rx) or n/4 - GH(Ru, Rv, Rw, Rx). 
Once QH has been computed for all four element sets, it is easy to obtain 
criteria for eliminating maps from B = {Ri, ,..., Ri,), k < 3, into QR . Let 
p = n/8 or (n + 4)/8, whichever is an integer. 
DEFINITION. For k = 1, 2, 3, !?‘$‘(Ril ,..., Ri,) = (yp ,..., ynj4), where 
y1 = I ({u, u, W, x). / {iI ,..., ik} C (u, v, M’, x} and QH(Ru, Rv, Rw, Rx) = 1 or 
n/4 - [>I. 
From Proposition 3.1, it follows immediately that: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf u = p E AUT(H), then Y$‘(RiIT ,..., Rilcr) = 
!P$‘(Ri, ,..., RiJ.l 
Naturally, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 have analogs in the case that u is an 
isomorphism between two Hadamard matrices ZZI and ZZ, . 
4. BASES AND STRONG GENERATING SETS FOR PERMUTATION GROUPS 
To facilitate computation in groups of ordinary (unsigned) permutations, 
Sims introduced the concepts of base and strong generating set. These 
concepts will be summarized here and then applied to the group AUT(H) 
acting on QRC . 
Let G be a permutation group on a finite set Sz. A subset {dr , d, ,..., d,) 
of Q is a base for G if GdId,...d, = (1). A generating set S for G is a strong 
generating set relative to the ordered base (4, dz ,..., d,) if G,l...,i-l = 
(S n Gd *... di-l) for i = 1, 2 ,..., m, that is, if S contains generating sets for 
each of the groups G, Gdl ,..., GdI.,.dna-l . The (i - I)-point stabilizer Gd,...di_l 
will be denoted here by Gfi). 
Given a base and strong generating set for G, it is easy to compute 
di = dFti’ for i = 1, 2,..., m (Section 5 contains an orbit algorithm). The 
set di is called the ith basic orbit of G. It is also possible to construct a set Vi 
of right coset representatives for Gci+l) in Gci); in fact, Vi is in one-to-one 
correspondence with di , the correspondence being obtained by choosing, 
for each c E di , a permutation v in G (i) with diy = c. Every element of G 
may be written uniquely in the form v,v,-~ ... IQ with vi E Vi . It follows that 
I G I = rI:l I 4 I. 
Now suppose that the points of Q - (dI , d, ,..., d,} are labeled d,,, ,..., d, . 
1 Let Z denote the set of integers, m = n/4 - p + 1, and Z” = Z x Z X ... x Z 
(m factors). It is convenient to replace YH by 8’5 H, where 0 is some (presumably random) 
function from Z” into Z. Note Proposition 3.2 remains valid. 
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Define the ordering < on 52 by dl < d, < .*. < d,, . The elements g of G 
may be ordered lexicographically according to (dig, d#,..., d,g). Thus g Q h 
if, for some i, dig < dih but d/ = djh whenever j < i. With this ordering, 
any element of G(j) precedes any element of G - G(j). 
Relative to the ordering of Q, G has a unique generating set g, , g, ,..., g, 
with the property that gi is the first element of G - ( g, , g, ,..., g,$ for 
i = I, 2,..., q (by convention, the empty set generates (L)). This unique 
generating set will be referred to here as the canonical generating set for G. 
The canonical generating set is a strong generating set, for if (g, ,..,, gJ ,C G(j), 
then gi+r must lie in G(j) as it is the first element of G - (g, ,..., gi). 
In some applications, the first N canonical generators g, , g, ,..., g, will be 
known while g,,, is being searched for; in this situation, the images of the 
base under g,V+, are restricted by: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let g, , g, ,..., g, be the canonical generating set for G 
on Q (relative to the base dl ,..., dflz and the ordering <<), and let 1 < N < 
q- l.SetK= (g,,...,g,)andK (j) = K n G(j). If d, is the first base point 
moved by g,,,, , then: 
(a) dFN+l is theJirst point (relative to <<) in its K-orbit. 
(b) For E = r + I,..., m and j = r ,..., I - I, deN+l > dfN+l whenever 
dL E d;“‘. 
(c) If j > r and I’1 uir: diK, then djsN+l is first in its Kr orbit (Kr = 
pointwise stabilizer of r). 
ProoJ: The ordering chosen for G implies that K = Ktr) _C G(‘) and 
K”J = G(j) for j > r. Since g,+r is first in G - K, it is first in its left K-coset 
gN+lK and first in its right K-coset KgN+l . 
If (a) fails, then dfN*lL < dfN+l for some j E K. As d:N+lh = d[N+l = da for 
all i < r, g,+,k precedes g,,, , contrary to g,,, being first in its left K-coset. 
If (b) fails, dfN+l < d:N+l and dL = difi for some k E K(j). Then dJ?‘N+l < 
dlN+l . As dyN;l = d,4N+l for all i -=c j, kgNlrl precedes g,,, , contrary to g,,, 
being first in its right K-coset. 
If (c) fails, digN+lp Q dyN+l for some k E Kr . Since dfN+l E T for i = 
r ,..., j - I, daN+lk = dfN+l and g,+,k precedes g,,,, , contrary to g,,, being 
first in its left K-coset. 
Note that tests (a), (b), and (c) above require knowledge of g,V+, only on 
the base or an initial segment of the base. 
The concepts of base and strong generating set are most useful when the 
size of the base is small compared to the degree. Although such bases exist 
for many interesting permutation groups, there is in general no guarantee 
that a small base will exist. However, when His an n-dimensional Hadamard 
matrix, we will see that AUT(H) on Q,, always has a base with at most 
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2 log, n + 2 elements; moreover, we will obtain an easy method for con- 
structing such a base. 
DEFINITION. Let H be an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix. A row base 
for H is a subset {b, ,..., b,} of (1, 2 ,..., n} such that (Iz,~, , hbli ,..., IQ) # 
ztt(hlj , h2j ,..., hbbj) whenever i # j. 
Any row base must have at least log, n + 1 elements (there must exist 2n 
distinct k-vectors with entries fl). On the other hand, any (n/2 + I)-element 
subset is a row base. For n > 8, Proposition 4.2 will show that smaller row 
bases can always be found. Note that, if (b, ,..., bk) is a row base and 
u E $(QRc) with Rbja = &Raj , then (al ,..., ab} is a row base of Hv. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let H be an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix. Set 
y1 = n(n - I)/2 and 
Yi+1 = [ 
(42 - i) yi 
n-i I 
for i = 1, 2,... (brackets denote greatest integer). Then H has a k-element row 
base for any k < n/2 with yk = 0. 
In particular, H has a row base with at most 2 log, n + 1 elements. 
ProoJ: Choose b1 arbitrarily and normalize H so that hblj = 1 for all j. 
Then {b, ,..., bk) will be a row base if (hbpjl ,..., hbd,) # (hbljl ,..., hb,j,) 
whenever j, < j, . 
Choose b, , 6, ,... inductively as follows: Once b, ,..., bi have been chosen, 
set Si = {(.A ,j2) I 1 <jl < j2 d n, hbljl = hb+, for I = 2 ,..., i}. For 
b E (1, 2 ,..., n> - (b, ,..., bi}, set cb = \{(j, , j,) E Si / hbjl = hbi,}l and choose 
b,+l so that cbi+l = min{c,). 
Now {b, ,..., bk} will be a row base provided Sk = #J; thus it will suffice 
to prove by induction that j Si / < yi . Clearly this is true (with equaltiy) 
when i = 1; assume true for i. Any pair (j, , jd of columns in Si agree in n/2 
rows including the i rows b, ,..., bi . Thus there are (n/2 - i) I Si 1 triples 
(jr , j, , b) with (j, , j,) E Si , b # b, ,..., bi , and hbj, = hbj, . As there are 
n - i choices for b, for some b there are at most 
[ 
(42 - i) I Si I 
n-i 1 
triples. Thus 
I si.+1 I d [ 
(42 - i) i Si ) 
I [ 
G (42 - 4 pi = yi+l -__ 
n-i n - i I 
As y1 < n2/2 and yi+l < yJ2, yn must be zero whenever k >, 2 log, n. 
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For 8 < n < 100, the minimal row-base size k guaranteed by Proposition 
4.2 is as follows: 
n k 
8 4 
12-16 6 
20 7 
24-28 8 
32-40 9 
44-60 10 
64-76 11 
SO-100 12 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let{b,,..., bk) be a row base for the Hadamard matrix H. 
If o E AUT(H) and Rbi” = Rbi for i = I,..., k, then u = L. 
Proof: If CjO = SCI, 6 = &I, then 6(haIj ,..., hbki) = (hBI1 ,..., hLJ, im- 
possible by the definition of a row base unless 1 = j and 6 = 1. Thus oc = L. 
It follows that o = 6. 
A row base for H need not form a base for AUT(H) on QR, (the stabilizer 
of the row base includes R,,(H)); however, a row base plus any column does 
-- 
form a base for AUT(H). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If (bl,..., bk) is a row base for the n-dimensional 
Hadamard matrix H and j E (1,2 ,.,., n}, then (Rb, , Rb, ,..., Rb, , Cj} is a base 
for AUT(H) on DRc. 
Proof. Let 0 = PT E AUT(H) with RbiT = Rbi for i = I,..., k and 
Cj7 = Cj (recall 7 = 6). Equating the bijth entries of H and H” yields 
hbij = p(Rbi) p(Cj) hbii . Thus p(RbJ = p(Cj) for i = l,..., k. Let 6 = p(Cj). 
Then Rbiu = 6Rbi for i = l,..., k, and Rbf” = Rbi . By Proposition 4.3, 
80 = L. Thus u = 8~ and 0 = L. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let M be a subgroup of AUT(H) with MRb,,...,Rb, = 
AUTWhbl ,..., J+ , lb, ,..,, bJ a row base. Then 
(a) M is an elementary Abelian 2-group, 
(b) A4 is semiregular on Qc . 
Proof: By Proposition 4.3, A4 acts faithfully on {Rb, ,..., Rb,}; however, 
M merely induces sign changes there; hence (a) holds. Part (b) follows imme- 
diateIy from Proposition 4.4. 
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5. SOME PRELIMINARY ALGORITHMS 
This section contains several short algorithms which will be referred to 
in the automorphism group algorithm. In Fortran, these short algorithms 
are coded as subroutines. All variables except the parameters (the quantities 
in parentheses following the algorithm name) are local to the particular 
algorithm. 
The first algorithm will be used for computing the orbits of a permutation 
group on a set. The orbits induce a partition of the set. In general, a partition 
of a set $2, linearly ordered by <, may be represented by a function P: Sz ---f L? 
such that for all w  E .Q 
(i) P(w) is in the block of w, 
(ii) P(w) < w, and P(o) < o if w  is not first in its block. 
Set Pi(o) = P(w), Pk+l(co) = P(Pk(w)), and P"(w) = lim,,, P"(w). For 
any w  E 8, there exists i < 1 Q 1 with Pi+l(co) = Pi(o); P"(o) may be com- 
puted by finding the first such i and setting P”(w) = P"(w). Note P"(cIJ) is the 
first element of the block of W, and w1 and w2 are in the same block if and 
only if P"(wl) = Pa(wz). Often it is convenient to assume, in addition to (i) 
and (ii), 
(iii) P2 = P (P is idempotent). 
If P is idempotent, P" = P; Pmay be made idempotent by replacing P by P". 
ALGORITHM 1 -JoIN(Q, P, 7). Initially P represents a partition of 
i-2 = {co1 ) w2 )...) w,) and 7 E S(Q); on termination, P is idempotent and 
represents the join of the initial partition and the partition induced by the 
cycles of 7. 
1. Forj = 1, 2 ,..., n: 
(a) Set p1 = P"(q). 
(b) Set pz = Pa(ojT). 
Cc> If p1 < h y set p(f2) = p1 ; 
If p2 < p1 , set P@d = f2 . 
2. Forj = 1, 2,..., n, set P(q) = P(P(q)). 
Performing step 1 for a fixed j puts oj and wj7 into the same block of the 
partition represented by P. When step 1 is finished, P represents the join of 
the two partitions; step 2 makes P idempotent. Note that, even if the initial P 
is idempotent, P will usually become nonidempotent during the course of 
step 1. 
By repeated application of Algorithm 1, the partition induced by the orbits 
of- (71 , 7-2 ,..., 7,) may be found. 
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The second algorithm constructs a row base for a Hadamard matrix using 
the method given in the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
ALGORITHM 2-ROWBASE(n, H, k, B). Initially, H = (hii) is an n-dimen- 
sional Hadamard matrix, k > 0, and B = (b, ,..., bk} is a distinct subset of 
v,..., n}. The algorithm increases k and extends B so that, upon termination, 
B is a row base for H. If k < 3 initially, upon termination k will satisfy the 
bounds of Proposition 4.2. 
1. If k < 3: 
(a) Choose b,,, ,..., b, to be distinct elements of {I, 2,..., n> - 
Ib, ,..., W. 
(b) Set k = 3. 
2. For-j = 1, 2 ,..., n: 
(a) Set 6j = hblj . 
(b) For i = I,2 ,..., n, set hij = &hii . 
3. Set d = 0. 
For i = I,2 ,..., n, set ci = 0. 
4. For each pair (j, ,j,) with 1 ,< j, < j, < n and (hbzj, ,..., hbtii,) = 
(hb,j, p*..y hbkjz>: 
(a) Setd=d+ 1. 
(b) For each i = 1, 2,..., n with hii, = hijP , set ci = cg + 1. 
5. IfdfO: 
(a) Setk=k+l. 
(b) Choose bk so that cbk = min{c, / 1 < i < n}, 
(c) If cb, # 0, go to step 3. 
6. For i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, set hii = &hii. 
Step 1 is not strictly necessary unless k = 0; however, it saves time as in 
step 5 the ci’s would be equal if k < 3. In steps 4 and 5, i may be restricted 
to {I ,..., n} - {b, ,..., bk}. 
The next two algorithms treat the problem of transforming one (- 1, l)- 
matrix to another by signed permutation of rows only or columns only. 
If X = (xii) is n x m and u = ~7 E .Z(QR), let X0 = (zii), zij = p(Ri’) x,,$ , 
where RiTeI = Ri’. This is analogous to the definition in Section 1 except that 
cr is in Z(QR) rather than $&?&I; thus only rows are permuted. In a similar 
manner, we obtain for u E L’(.Q,-) an action on columns only. 
ALGORITHM 3-ROWPERM@, m, A’, Y, CT, A). X = (xij) and Y = (vij) are 
n x m (- 1, I)-matrices. The algorithm produces u E Z(.QR) with X0 = Y 
if cr exists; h is set to 1 if u exists and to 0 otherwise. 
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1. Set i = 1. 
2. For 1 = 1, 2 ,..., n, set 0~~ = 0. 
3. For each 1 = I,2 ,..., n with 01~ = 0: 
(a) Set 6 = xily,, . 
(b) If Qi, ,..., xim) = (Y,, ,... , y&, set t = I and go immediately 
to step 5 (any remaining values of 1 are disregarded). 
4. Set h = 0; the algorithm terminates. 
5. Set Ri” = 6Rt. 
Set at = 1. 
6. If i < n, set i = i + 1 and go back to step 3. 
If i = n, set h = 1; the algorithm terminates. 
Naturally the above algorithm can be modified to find column rather than 
row permutations. However, when X and Y are k x n matrices with k small 
(at most 10 to 15) and when the algorithm is applied repeatedly with the same 
X, the procedure below is much faster. Steps 2, 3, and 4 below need not be 
repeated when the algorithm is applied a second or subsequent time with the 
same X. 
ALGORITHM 4-CoLPERM(k, n, X, Y, 0, A). X = (xii) and Y = ( yii) are 
k x II (- 1, l)-matrices such that any two column vectors x1 and x2 of X 
satisfy x1 # ix, . The algorithm produces D E Z(Q,) with X0 = Y if u 
exists; h is set to 1 if u exists and to 0 otherwise. 
1. SetX=O,A =2”-1 
2. Forj = 1,2 ,..., n, set T(j) = x:=1 cQ..J-~. 
(a,, denotes 1 if u = u and 0 otherwilie). 
3. For I = 0, I,..., 2k - I, set V(I) = 0. 
4. For j = 1,2 ,..., n, set V(T(j)) = j and V(A - T(j)) = -j. 
5. For-j = I, 2 ,..., n: 
(a) Set U(j) = x:i”=, &dg121-1. 
(b) If V&J(j)) = 0: 
(i) Setj, = j - 1. 
(ii) Go immediately to step 8 (any remaining values of j are 
disregarded). 
(c) Set uj = I V(U(j))l and vi = V(U(j))/a, . 
(d) Set Y(U(j)) = 0 and V(A - U(j)) = 0. 
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6. SetX=l. 
Forj = 1, 2,..., n, set Caja = qCj . 
7. Set& = n. 
8. Forj = 1,2,...,j,, set V(u(j)) = Tjai and V(A - U(j)) = -yjaj. 
If His a Hadamard matrix of dimension n and {iI,..., ik} C {&l, 12,..., -&zj, 
let (H)il”+k denote the k x n matrix whose Ith row is it/l i, / times row I it I of H. 
In the next section, Algorithm 4 will be applied to k x n matrices of this type 
with k the row-base size. In view of Proposition 4.2 and Algorithm 2, we 
may assume that k is sufficiently small to permit use of Algorithm 4. 
6. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP ALGORITHM 
This section contains the algorithm for computing the automorphism 
group of an n-dimensional Hadamard matrix H. There are a number of 
variations on the basic algorithm; several are discussed later in this section. 
Starting with a (possibly empty) subset B = {b, ,..., bL) of (l,..., n), we 
apply Algorithm 2 to extend B to a row base (&,..., b,) for H.’ By Proposition 
4.4, {Rb, ,..., Rbk , Cl} is a base for AUT(H) on QR, . After numbering the 
points of { 1,. .., n} - {b, ,..., bL} as b,,, ,.. ., b, , we order 1;2,, by Rbl < . .. < 
Rb,,<<C1~Rb,,,~..‘~RRb,~C2<<...~Cn. Set NEXT(O)=b,, 
NEXT(bJ = bi+l for i = l,..., n - 1, NEXT(b,) = 0. AS AUT(H) N 
AUT(H)/Z(H), AUT(H) has a unique generating set {ul ,..., crN) (called the 
canonical generating set) such that 
6) u1 = -L, 
(ii) CIDi = Cxi (rather than -CxJ for some xi, 2 < i < N, 
(iii) (~7~ ,..., eN} is the canonical generating set for AUT(H) on L?,, 
(relative to 0. 
The algorithm uses the technique of backtrack searching; for a general 
description of backtrack search algorithms, see Ref. [2]. Following the 
statement of the algorithm is a discussion of the steps. The algorithm 
produces 
(I) the canonical generating set {(or ,..., uN} for AUT(H), 
(2) an idempotent function P: QRc -+ QRc which describes the partition 
of QnRc induced by the orbits of AUT(H), 
(3) the basic orbit lengths L, ,..., &+r for AUT(H) on Q,, . Note 
1 AUT(H)! = 2 nj”=:’ Lj . 
1 For large matrices, the algorithm performs with much greater efficiency if the initial 
segment B of the row base is chosen so that the functions Gfl and Ygj attain unusual 
values on B. 
s&a/q/3-6 
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MAIN ALGORITHM 
A. Initializations 
1. Set N = 1; 
For j = I, 2 ,..., n, set Rj”l = -Rj and CjOl = -Cj. 
2. Forj= I,2 ,..., n, set P(Rj) = Rj, P(Cj) = Cj, and P,,(Cj) = Cj. 
3. Fori== 1,2 ,..., k+ l,set&= 1. 
4. For all u, v with 1 < u < v < k, set eu,, = 0. 
5. Set r = k + 1. 
B. Backtrack Search (Images of Rb, ,..., Rb, under Next Canonical 
Generator) 
1. Seti=l. 
2. Set ai = 0. 
3. Set ai = NEXT(aJ. 
4. If ai = 0, then: 
(a) If i = I, algorithmlterminates. 
(b) If i > I, set:i =:i - 1 and go back to step 3. 
5. If ai = aj for someI with 1 <j < i, go back to step 3. 
6. If i < r and ai # bi, set r = i. 
7. Go back to step 3 if any of the four conditions below hold: 
(a) i = r and P(Ra,) # Rai , 
(/3) forsomejwithr <j<iandeji= l,Rai<Raj, 
(7) for some u, 21, w with 1 < u < u < w < i, @,(Ra, , Ra, , 
Ra, , Ra,) # QH(Rb, , Rb, , Rb, , RbJ and QH(Rau , Ra, , 
Ra, , RaJ # n/4 - @AR& , Rb, , Rb,, RW, 
(6) Y$(RaJ # Y$l’(Rbi) or Yg’(Ra, , Ra,) # Yg)(Rb, , RbJ for 
some u with 1 < u < i or Yt’(Ra, , Ra, , Ra,) # Yf’(Rb, , 
Rb, , RbJ for some u, v with 1 < u < t’ < i. 
8. If i < k, set i = i + 1 and go back to step 2. 
C. Backtrack Search Continued (Image qf Cl under Next Canonical 
Generator) 
1. Setj=lifr<k;setj=2ifr=k+I. 
2. If P,(Cj) # Cj, go to step 8. 
3. Set : hbLlhaLj for 1 = 1, 2 ,..., k. 7L 
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4. Apply Algorithm 4-COLPERM(k, n, (li)bll...lbl,(H~laI...,~~~~, 
*c , Q2 
If A = 0, go to step 8. 
5. Apply Algorithm 3-ROWPERM(n, n, HQ, H, uR , h). 
If h = 0, go to step 8. 
6. GO to part D (part D adds u to the generating set and returns 
control to step 7). 
7. If r < k, set i = r and go back to step B.3. 
8. Ifj < n, setj = j + 1 and go back to step 2. 
Ifj = n, go back to step B.3. 
D. Addition of the Next Canonical Generator 
1. SetN= N+ 1. 
For I = 1, 2 ,..., n, set RF’ = Rio and CiD* = Cl-. 
2. Apply Algorithm 1 -JOIN(Qn,, , P, I 0 I). 
3. For I = r + I,..., k, set erl = 1 if P(RbJ = Rb, . 
4. If r < k, set L, = l{l / P(Rl) = Rb,}l. 
If r = k + 1, set L, = l(f / P(Cl) = Cl>/. 
5. If r = k + 1, for each of the 2”-2 subsets T of {2,..., N - I}: 
(a) Let 7 denote (nrer TV) rN (TV = 1 u1 I). 
(b) If Rbc7 = Rb, for 1 = k + l,..., n, apply Algorithm l- 
JOIN{& , P, , T&--and go immediately to step 6 (disregarding 
any remaining subsets T). 
6. Go back to step C.7. 
As the algorithm progresses, (ol ,..., oN] is the initial segment of the 
canonical generating set found thus far. Let K denote (ul ,..., a,“), and let 
K, denote K n R,(H). At any time, P(Ri) and P(Cj) are the first points of the 
R-orbits of Ri and Cj, respectively, P,,(Cj) is the first point of the &orbit 
of Cj, Li is the length of the ith basic orbit RbiK (CIK if i = k + I), and euV 
is 1 if Rb, is in the uth basic orbit and 0 otherwise (1 < u < v < k). 
Part A gives K, P, PO, (L,}, and {e,,} their initial values, specifically, their 
values for the group C--L). An integer r, described below, is also initialized. 
Parts B and C are a backtrack search for a next canonical generator u = ~7. 
In part B, Ra, ,..., Rai denote the images of Rbl ,..., Rb,, under the hypo- 
thetical 7, and r is minimal such that a, # 6, . At this stage, we know that 
K(Z) = AUT(H)u) for I > r. From Propositions 4.l(a,b), 3.1, and 3.2, 
z Recall that, for the second and subsequent applications of COLPERM, steps 2, 3, 
and 4 of COLPERM need not be repeated. 
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we know that a, ,..., a, must satisfy the conditions (a), OS>, (y), and (6) of 
step B.7. 
When i reaches k and a, ,..., ak satisfies (+(6), control passes to part C. 
By Proposition 4.1(c) with r = {Rb, ,..., Rb,}, we know that Cl7 must be 
first in its &orbit. For each C. first in its &-orbit, the possibility Cl7 = Cj 
is checked (except, when r = k + 1, the case Cj = Cl is omitted to avoid 
the identity permutation). In step C.3, the sign changes Q ,.,., qk for (T on 
Rb, I..., Rb, are computed. Steps C.4 and C.5 determine if there exists 0 in 
AUT(H) (unique by Proposition 4.3) with Rblo = qlRa, for 1 = I,..., k. 
If u exists, it is added to the canonical generating set and, if r < k, i is reset 
to r before resuming the search for another canonical generator u’ = ~‘7’; 
the reason for resetting i is that T cannot agree with T on {Rb, ,..., Rb,}; if it did, 
TT-1 E AUT(H)“‘l’ = Kh-1) and T’ E (T, R). If u does not exist, the search 
resumes just as if one of the tests (01)-(a) had failed. 
Part D adds to the canonical generating set and adjusts P, P,, , {t,}, and 
{e,,} to correspond to the enlarged group K; note L, and euV change only 
when u = r. Step D.5, performed only when r = k + 1, checks each new 
element of K”kmkl) (elementary Abelian by Corollary 4.5); if an element of K,, 
is found, that element together with the old Z, generate the new if0 ; the array 
P,, is adjusted accordingly. 
Several steps in the algorithm are optional in the sense that omitting them, 
partially or completely, affects only the efficiency of the algorithm and not 
its validity. Step D.5 and all parts of step 8.7 are optional. Omitting E.5 or 
(a) or (/3) of B.7 is not recommended as these steps are fast and reduce 
running times drastically if AUT(H) turns out to be large. However, it may 
not be best to perform (y) and (6) for every value of 11, v, and w  indicated. 
If (6) is omitted entirely, @ may be computed as needed in (r). Otherwise, 
it is probably best to compute @ and !?’ initially for all possible arguments in 
ascending order (note that the values of @ and Y are independent of the 
order of the arguments). 
By slight modification of step D.5, a minimal generating set for R,,(H) 
may be obtained. Alternatively, using the fact that an element of R,(H) is 
determined uniquely by the image of a single column (Lemma 2.1), one can 
construct a short algorithm for computing R,(H). Replacing H by HT, the 
same algorithm can be used to compute C,,(H). 
7. DETERMINING EQUIVALENCE OF HADAMARD MATRICES 
Let HI and H2 be two n-dimensional Hadamard matrices. With some 
modifications, the main algorithm may be used to determine if HI and H2 
are equivalent and, if so, to find u E &!ZRC) with HI0 = Hz . 
We assume bI ,..., bk is a common row base for HI and Hz (rows of H, may 
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be permuted in order to minimize the size of a common row base). Using the 
main algorithm, we compute AUT(H,) and AUT(H,). If these groups have 
different orders, of course, H1 and HZ are not equivalent; the same applies 
if the two groups have different orbit lengths on QR, (computable from PI 
and P&. If u = ~7 is one isomorphism from HI to H, , the set of such 
isomorphisms is the double coset AUT(H,)a AUT(H,). Thus we may assume 
7 is first in its right coset AUT(H& and in its left coset 7 AUT(H,) and that 
Cl” E ~‘2, (not -J2,-). The main algorithm is modified as follows: 
(1) Steps A.1 through A.5 are omitted; instead, (e,,> is given the 
values it had when the computation of AUT(H,) terminated, and P 
and PO are given the values they had when the computation of AUT(H,) 
terminated; r is set to 1. 
(2) If the algorithm terminates at step B.4, then HI and H, are not 
equivalent. 
(3) Each reference to H in the algorithm is replaced by a reference 
to HI or H, as follows: 
(i) In B.7, each H on the left of an inequality becomes Hz and each H 
on the right becomes HI . 
(ii) In C.3, C.4, and C.5, the first H becomes HI and the second 
becomes Hz . 
(4) In C.l, j is always set to 1. 
(5) Step C.7 and part D are omitted; step C.6 terminates the algorithm 
with (T the isomorphism from HI to H, . 
(6) Two additional conditions, denoted by (e) and ([), are added to 
the four conditions in B.7: 
(c) The AUT(H,) orbit of ai has different length than the AUT(H,) 
orbit of bi (determinable from Pi and P,), 
([) For some j with 1 < j < i, either P,(bJ = bi and P2(ai) # 
P2(aJ or else P,(bJ # bj and P2(a,) = P,(aJ. 
Alternatively, the computation of either AUT(HJ or AUT(H,) or both 
may be omitted; however, if AUT(H,) is not computed, the test in B.7@) 
must be eliminated, and if AUT(H,) is not computed, the tests of B.7(a) 
and C.2 must be eliminated. 
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APPENDIX 
Let H be the 4-dimensional Hadamard matrix 
Then (1,2, 3) is a row base for H; set k = 3, bI = 1, b, = 2, and b3 = 3. 
Set b. = 4. 
The output from the main algorithm is illustrated below: 
L, = 4, L, = 3, L, = 2, L, = 4. 
N = 6. 
b Rl R2 R3 R4 Cl C2 C3 C4 
J’(b) 
-Rl -R2 -R3 -R4 -Cl -C2 --C3 -C4 
Rl R2 -R3 -R4 C2 Cl C4 C3 
Rl -R2 R3 -R4 C3 C4 Cl C2 
RI R2 R4 R3 Cl C2 C4 C3 
Rl R3 R2 R4 Cl C3 C2 C4 
R2 Rl R3 R4 Cl c2 -c4 -c3 
RI Rl RI RI Cl Cl Cl Cl 
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